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Understand

Develop 
Foresights

Imagine

Observe

The future is already here - it’s just unevenly distributed



The future is no longer just an extension of the present 



Connectivity changes everything



Increasingly, Science Fiction is becoming Science Fact

(Waverly Labs Pilot)



Big Data and Cognitive Computing changes everything



Data is the new oil; intelligence is the new petrol



Inevitable interconnectedness and interdependence

Hypercollaboration not hyper-competition 
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We’re at the pivot point of exponential 
technological progress: to keep on 
thinking linear will be detrimental
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Speaking to machines ‘like speaking to a friend’

Google Home via Youtube



Everything is becoming intelligent



Smart Everything: ETA 2027 (EU)



First, we electrified…



First, we electrified……now we are cognifying 



Datafication | Intelligization | Anticipation | VirtualisationEmbrace technology - but don’t become it
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What is, today … and what might be, tomorrow 



What is, today … and what might be, tomorrow 



Gradually then suddenly is the new normal



Exponential and combinatorial changes: redefining ‘train’



Exponential and combinatorial changes: redefining ‘train’



Transformation towards experiences 



Will there be some Tesla-Moments for railways?



Will there be some Tesla-Moments for railways?



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world”
Sundar  Pichai CEO Google





A global brain of transportation, logistics, travel?

‘Cognitive trains’ ?



IoT and railways

As we connect everything, security 
concerns grow exponentially, as well



Values | Ethics | Rules | Regulation



Welcome to the age of digital ethics



People Planet Profit: the new normal in 5 years





Think about, and plan for exponential and combinatorial changes



The future belongs to those than can hear it coming (David Bowie)



Thanks for your time! 
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